
HOLLYWOOD,  HEGEMONY,  THE
UNITED  NATIONS  ,  ACHIEVING
THE SYNTHESIS
  George Clooney’s fiance named to UN commission on possible
Israeli war crimes Update: In a late breaking development,
Amal Alamuddin, has turned down the position on the UN war
crimes panel on Gaza.  Clooney’s (Old Hollywood) engagement
announcement to Alamuddin
 Clooney-Alamuddin  Anti-Israel  activist   fiance’  Amal
Alamuddin co-edited “The Special Tribunal for Lebanon Law and
Practice”. Last Weeks Pro-Zionist stance from Hollywood’s Jon
Voight   taking  Pro-Zionist  side  in  Zionist-Palestinian
Hegelian  Conflict.Coincidence  “International  Law”  based  on
“Cannon Law”.  Welcome to Divine Rights of Kings” World!!  Who
hold  “International  Congress  on  International  Law”?   The
Hollywood Ten was a group of prominent Communist screenwriters
and  directors  who  in  1947  appeared  before  a  committee  to
answer for their treachery.   Video Documentary “Hollywood
Ten’s Trials”  

 Of Course PeoplesWorld Communist branch of CPUSA endorsed 
Clooney’s movie “Good Night, and Good Luck” rewriting “The
Communist  Trials”  and  House  Committee  on  UnAmerican
Activities.
Was  Hollywood  created  for  giant  “propaganda”  machine  to
achieve desired “Synthesis”?  Even Disney Studios were seized
during WW2 for propaganda use.
“The Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger calls “Good Night, and Good
Luck” a “masterpiece” and the audience I was in burst into
appreciative applause at the end. So whether you lived through
McCarthyism or you care about your rights in 2005 — or you
just love a good movie — go see “Good Night, and Good Luck.”
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“The United Nations is the greatest fraud in history. It’s
purpose is to destroy the United States.” – John E. Rankin
Democrat Mississippi 1st District

Hollywood’s part  brainwashing in

New World Order plan!The Coming Islamic Caliphate: SAUDIS =
Wahhabist  Empire   Wahhabi  is  the  best  kept  secret  by
mainstream media.  Obvious no investigative journalism exists
and Wahhabi and Caliphate are apparently banned words.

International Law based on Cannon Law which is government and
religion. Catholic Church is created on Cannon Law.  Remember
Spanish Inquisition's "Heresy" Laws?

Is United Nations  playing “The Harlot” “Midwifing
“The Beast System”???
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Reformation Period +Jesuit Order + ECUMENICAL Movement
+

World Trade Agreements  =    “Harlot Riding The
Beast!! 
 
Why would Pope John Paul kiss Qu’ran when Islam theology
based on Crescent Moon God?   Click on each word below

Jesuits “Society of Jesus” or Anti-Christ militant death
squad for Christians?

Can one trust deals made by traitors?   According to Benzmenov
defected  KGB  Agent  and  patterns  of  Josef  Stalin  “Useful
Idiot’s” were many times eliminated after they did their dirty
jobs.  Just too big risk having them reach a “Southern Ah Hell
No”  moment.  To  understand  this  complex  scenario  we  must
understand the creation of Zionist state of Israel.  Those who
seek for “Messiah Essence” and suffer from extreme Messianic
god Complex with extreme psychopathic tendencies.   Modern
State  of  Israel  was  conspired  by  “Transfer  Agreement”   
Illuminati  created  Jesuit  Order  which  Adam  Weishapt  was
graduate of Cannon Law.  After fall of Roman Empire Catholic
Church took power during period referred to as “Dark Ages”. 
History  will  prove  after  collapse  of  Ancient  Greece  and
destruction  of  Roman  Empire  by  Abbasid  Caliphate  during
Arab–Byzantine wars.

“Through your widespread tradeyou were filled with violence,
and you sinned. So I drove you in disgrace from the mount of
God, and I expelled you, guardian cherub, from among the fiery
stones.”  Ezekiel 28:16

Remember Ross Perot’s “Giant Sucking Sound”?
 

PRIVATIZING AMERICA THROUGH CARLYLE GROUP AND GLOBALIZATION’S
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DEREGULATING WALL STREET.  How did N.A.F.T.A. and S.A.F.T.A
affect  America’s  economy  and  job  growth?  Clinton
Administration  passed  N.A.F.T.A.  Act  then  Bush  signed
S.A.F.T.A. ACT South American Free Trade Agreement.  Obama
Administration just put both on steroids.

 Jobs?  Really?  If you haven’t heard what’s in this amnesty
bill you need to watch this video?   Has all the trade
agreements really helped American’s????     Amnesty bill will
give their “Corportoracy” Oligarchy “Get out of Jail” card for
hiring illegal aliens.    Obvious to me “Spreading the Wealth
by Social Justice and Equality is Karl Marx Communist Planks. 
It’s not just Obama he’s just twisting the knife and pouring
in the salt.   Video Link here.

Is United Nations  playing “The Harlot” “Midwifing “The Beast
System”???

What is it with Mason’s War on Jehovah God?

Roscoe Pound and sister Louise Pound.  Roscoe elevated quickly
to  Supreme  Court  Judge  and  rose  to  33rd  Degree  Honorary
Mason.   Louise  attended  college  in  Germany  and  wrote  and
lectured on Humanism after returning.   While serving in MA as
Supreme Court Judge Pound stated:

“…The Law must be stable but it must not stand still….The
“State” takes the place of Jehovah”.   Rosco Pound Harvard
Law Professor and Deputy Grand Master of Mason MA.   Roscoe
Pound’s Lecture’s on Masonry.
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Roscoe Pound Supreme Court Judge and 33rd Degree Mason. Laura
Roscoe’s sister Laura scholar of Humanist and athlete.

The Jesuit Order was disbanded in the countries of France,
Spain, Portugal, Naples and Austria by order of the Catholic
Pope Clement XIV. Many Jesuits fled to Russia during this
period due to Catherine the Great not carrying out the Pope’s
orders. According to Manresa (a Jesuit history site) Catherine
held the Jesuits’ and their schools in higher regard than the
Pope. Jesuits maintained operations in Russia and when the
Jesuits was re instantiated by Pope Pius VII in 1814, it was
the Russian Jesuits that rebuilt the order in all countries.

“[T]he belief in a God All-Powerful, wise, and good is so
essential to the moral order of the world and to the happiness
of man that arguments which enforce it cannot be drawn from
too many sources nor adapted with too much solicitude to the
different characters and capacities to be impressed with it.”

James  Madison,  “The  James  Madison  Papers,”  Library  of
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Congress,  to  Rev.  Frederick  Beasley  on  November  20,
1825.http://memory.loc.gov/master/mss/mjm/21/0300/0384.jpg

“One  World  Government  and  Religion  has  always  been   the
primary goal of Illuminati just as “Palestinian State” was
always “endstate” of former “League of Nations” and latter
“United Nations”.

Another  “ISM”  created  to
bring  down  Washington
Consensus  down  with
Communism.

Another “ISM” created to bring down Washington Consensus down
with Communism.

Christians earned bad repetition during “Spanish Inquisition”
due to Jesuit Order and Catholic Church “heresy” laws.  It was
Catholic  Church  which  controlled  Germanic  “Kings”  like
Charlemagne  in  power.   The  “Knights  Templar”  was  arm  of
Catholic Church when they captured Jerusalem in alleged “Holy
Wars” during “Dark Ages”.

The One World Religion, ECUMENICAL Movement, owes its creation
to the Evangelical Alliance, formed in the Lucifer loving
“Light-Bringer” Freemason’s Hall in London during August 1846.

 

“Money is the God of our Time & Rothschild is the Prophet”

Heinrich Heine
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House of David or House of Rothschild? Rothschild and Zionist
State of Israel

 

Shortly  before  his  “suicide”  in  1955,  Henry  H.  Klein,  a
righteous Jew, uttered these prophetic words:

“Zionism  is  a  political  program  for  the  conquest  of  the
world…Zionism destroyed Russia by violence as a warning to
other nations. It is destroying the United States through
bankruptcy, as Lenin advised. Zionism wants another world war
if necessary to enslave the people. Our manpower is scattered
over the world. Will we be destroyed from within or will we
wake up in time to prevent it?” (Pamphlet “Zionism Rules the
World”)
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United Nations and former League of Nations created to work
with State Department to achieve synthesis of NWO goals.  
“The  very  definition  of  tyranny  is  when  all  powers  are
gathered  under  one  place.”  James  Madison  (Father  of  U.S.
Constitution)

Federalist Paper #47

United Nations Charter co-drafted by Alger Hess convicted by
House Committee on American Activities. “From the rostrum of
the United Nations we shall convince the Colonial and Semi-
Colonial  people  to  liberate  themselves  and  to  spread  the
Communist  theory  all  over  the  world”.  Soviet  Pantelei
Bondarenko  alias  Gheorghe  Pintilie  Soviet  Intelligence
Agent/Romanian  Communist  Activist  Source:  lecture  at  the
Frunze Military Academy in Moscow. Revealed by Czech Officer
detector, Col. Jan Bukar during House Committee on Un-American
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Activities,  Soviet  Schedule  for  War,  Congressional  Record,
(1953)

 

“”First we will take Eastern Europe, then the masses of Asia.
We will encircle the last bastion of capitalism, the United
States of America. We will not need to fight. It will fall as
a  ripe  fruit  into  our  hands.”   And,  “We  must  practice
coexistence with other nations, until we are strong enough to
take over by means of world revolution…. We are not pacifists.
Conflict  is  inevitable.  Great  political  questions  can  be
solved  only  through  violence….  It  is  inconceivable  that
Communism and capitalism can exist side by side. Inevitably
one must perish.”  Nikolia Vladimir Lenin

If not a “Holy War” Most Christians support of Israel sure
think so.  Why are they supporting Ecumenical Movement then?  
The  Commemoration  of  the  Holy  Fathers  of  the  First  Six
Ecumenical Councils.

In the Ninth Article of the Nivea-Constantinople Symbol of
Faith proclaimed by the holy Fathers of the First and Second
Ecumenical  Councils,  we  confess  our  faith  in  “One,  Holy,
Catholic, and Apostolic Church.” By virtue of the catholic
nature of the Church, an Ecumenical Council is the Church’s
supreme authority, and possesses the competence to resolve
major  questions  of  church  life.  An  Ecumenical  Council  is
comprised  of  archpastors  and  pastors  of  the  Church,  and
representatives of all the local Churches, from every land of
the “oikumene” (i.e. from all the whole inhabited world).  
Vatican recent global conference of World Council of Churches
sets eyes on 2025 for next Nicea

Two  prominent  Fort  Worth-based  Christian  ministers  led  a
delegation of Evangelical Christian leaders to Rome to meet
privately with Pope Francis.
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From “The Transfer Agreement” to “Balfour Declaration”
everything was based on letter Gen. Albert Pike wrote
to  Giuseppe  Mazzini  Aug.  15  1871.    This  letter
remained on display at British Museum Library until
Baron  Rothschild   For  some  reason  the  letter
disappeared  after  Rothschild  became  director.  

Theordor Herzi created plan for Zionist state. Sir Balfour and
Lord Rotschild implemented with “Balfour Declaration”.

The Israel Supreme Court is the creation of one elite family:
the Rothschilds. In their negotiations with Israel, they’ve
agreed to donate the building under three conditions: the
Rothschilds were to choose the plot of land, they would use
their own architect and no one would ever know the price of
its construction. The reasons for those conditions are quite
evident: the Supreme Court building is a Temple of Masonic
Mystery Religion and is built by the elite, for the elite.
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Was  Albert  Pike  Jesuit
Priest?
Albert  Pike-  33rd  degree  freemason  of  the  southern
jurisdiction of the Scottish Rite, founder of the KKK and
Jewish/Zionist advocate.

In 1871 Albert Pike envisioned three World Wars to be followed
by an unparalleled economic disaster. Pike’s plans have come
to fruition, shockingly ‘on target’. Who is Pike and perhaps
more importantly who backed Pike?
Albert Pike’s letter to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871:

“The First World War must be brought about in order to permit
the Illuminati to overthrow the power of the Czars in Russia
and of making that country a fortress of atheistic Communism.
The  divergences  caused  by  the  “agentur”  (agents)  of  the
Illuminati between the British and Germanic Empires will be
used to foment this war. At the end of the war, Communism will
be built and used in order to destroy the other governments
and in order to weaken the religions.” “The Second World War
must  be  fomented  by  taking  advantage  of  the  differences
between the Fascists and the political Zionists. This war must
be brought about so that Nazism is destroyed and that the
political Zionism be strong enough to institute a sovereign
state of Israel in Palestine. During the Second World War,
International Communism must become strong enough in order to
balance Christendom, which would be then restrained and held
in check until the time when we would need it for the final
social cataclysm.”
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Gen. Albert Pike’s letter to Giuseppe Mazzini dated 15 Aug.
1871 depicting 3 World Wars.

“The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of
the differences caused by the “agentur” of the “Illuminati”
between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic
World. The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the
Moslem  Arabic  World)  and  political  Zionism  (the  State  of
Israel)  mutually  destroy  each  other.  Meanwhile  the  other
nations, once more divided on this issue will be constrained
to fight to the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual
and economical exhaustion…We shall unleash the Nihilists and
the  atheists,  and  we  shall  provoke  a  formidable  social
cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to the
nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and
of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens,
obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of
revolutionaries,  will  exterminate  those  destroyers  of
civilization,  and  the  multitude,  disillusioned  with
Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be
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without  compass  or  direction,  anxious  for  an  ideal,  but
without knowing where to render its adoration, will receive
the true light through the universal manifestation of the pure
doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view.
This manifestation will result from the general reactionary
movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and
atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time.”

Another  “Enlightenment  Period”  and  “Reformation  Period”  is
their  worst  nightmare.   That’s  obvious  by  the  systematic
attacks on Religious Freedom.   Wake Up!!  This is a “Holy
War” and we are unarmed and unprepared mentally for this war. 
It is impossible to engage in Holy War with only faith in
ourselves.

Old World Order Looses Power
The Catholic Church lost power as a consequence of the power
of the printing press which brought about the Renaissance and
Reformation. When people like Martin Luther translated the
Bible from Latin into German and later into English, books
people could afford and read were published from the printing
presses across Europe. All of a sudden people could read the
Bible and they realized that the Pope was not the word of God
and that they did not have to pay the Church for fogginess of
sins. The Pope lost power.
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Professor  John  Robinson  stopped  “Ecumenical”
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Movement  and  Revolutions  to  overthrow  government
(1798).

Professor John Robinson’s book “Proofs of A Conspiracy” rocked
the world upon  it’s release.  Masonic Lodges lost popularity
and members.  Which promoted letters from various presidents
including George Washington and Thomas Jefferson.

In 1540 Ignatius Loyola establishing the Catholic Mafia known
as the “Society of Jesus” or the “Jesuits” with the intent of
destroying the Reformation and reverting power to the Pope at
whatever cost. To get a taste of how far the Jesuit’s will go
read  the  Jesuit  Oath  of  Office  filed  in  the  Library  of
Congress.”Old” New World Order Initiates Conflict To Destroy
The USA – The Morrill Tax Un-Civil War
Albert Pike (1809-1891) a Jesuit of Newbury Port moved to
Arkansas  where  he  became  a  prominent  member  of  the
secessionist movement. He was chosen by Giuseppe Mazzini, the
head of the Masons and Mafia in Italy and Europe (no doubt
Mazzini was closely tied to the Pope), to head the Illuminati
operations in America and moved to Charleston, South Carolina,
in 1852.

Brigham Young, a high-level Freemason, in 1846 at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, had a private meeting with Pierre De Smet, one
of  the  most  powerful  American  Jesuits  of  the  Nineteenth
Century. Being the foremost Jesuit of influence among the
Indian Nations, De Smet, using Confederate General and 33rd
Degree Freemason Albert Pike, incited his Sioux Indians to
mass-murder  eight  hundred  White  Lutherans  of  Minnesota
(Northerners) while having procured the exemption of Jesuits
from the draft during America’s bloodbath, erroneously called
“the Civil War.”

Albert Pike made the rank of Brigadier General in the un-Civil
War. Pike’s reign of terror was so despicable that foreign
governments intervened to put an end to his savagery.



Three-Week Peace Council; May/June; Fort Vancouver, Washington
Territory In continuing the ‘Order’s’ quest of destroying the
Protestant Reformation in North America, Jesuit De Smet began
his lifetime relationship with the Native American Indians of
the Mid and North West. Under the guidance of his master in
Rome—Jesuit Superior General Johannes Roothaan, De Smet began
to organize the Indians into “Reductions” while purposing to
use them as soldiers in repelling the movement of Protestant
settlers  to  the  Oregon  Territory.  One  of  the  massacres
involved  the  use  of  Cayuse  Indians,  killing  eighteen
Protestants  including  Presbyterian  physician,  Dr.  Marcus
Whitman, and his dear wife Narcissa, at Waiilatpu on November
27, 1847. Fifty-three women and children were taken captive
and suffered “indescribable [sexual] indignities” for thirty
days until a ransom was paid for their release. The odious
Sons of Loyola, garrisoned at their military outpost of “Rocky
Mountain Mission,” were publicly blamed for this atrocity.
Congregationalist Pastor Henry Spaulding preached far and wide
of the Order’s duplicity in both the massacre and subsequent
1848 Cayuse War as a conspiracy to destroy Protestantism in
Oregon. Little did he know that the Company intended to begin
its  elimination  of  “the  savages”  during  the  Black  Pope’s
destruction of the Protestant South (1861-1865), later using
the reunited, Fourteenth Amendment Empire’s Federal Army in
massacring the Indians during the Thirty Years’ Indian War
(1860-1890). The Chiefs are, left to right, front row: Victor,
(Kalispel);  Alexander,  (Pend  Oreille);  Adolphe,  (Flathead);
Andrew, (Coeur d’Alene); and back row: Dennis, (Colville);
Bonaventure,  (Coeur  d’Alene);  Jesuit  De  Smet;  and  Francis
Xavier,  (Flathead).  Father  Peter  John  De  Smet,  Robert  C.
Carriker, (Norman, Oklahoma; London: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1995). See http://www.vaticanassassins.org/ p. 161.

Mazzini was not only the head of the Illuminati, he was the
leading  revolutionist  in  Europe.  He  was  determined  to
establish a New World Order on the rubble of the Old Order and
created a plan to accomplish his goal. He detailed his plan
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for world domination in a letter to Pike on January 22, 1870:
“We must allow all the federations to continue just as they
are, with their systems, their central authorities and their
diverse modes of correspondence between high grades of the
same rite, organized as they are at the present, but we must
create a super rite, which will remain unknown, to which we
will call those Masons of high degree whom we shall select.
With regard to our brothers in Masonry, these men must be
pledges to the strictest secrecy. Through this supreme rite,
we  will  govern  all  Freemasonry  which  will  become  the  one
international center, the more powerful because its direction
will be unknown. Lady Queensborough, Occult Theocracy, pp.
208-209.

This secret rite is called “The New and Reformed Palladian
Rite.” It has headquarters in Charleston, S.C., Rome Italy,
and  Berlin  Germany.  Pike  headed  this  rite  in  the  Western
Hemisphere while Mazzini headed it in the East. Pike wrote
about his beliefs and goals in 1871 in “Morals and Dogma of
the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.” In
this massive volume he explained that the “blind Force of the
people is a Force that must be economized, and also managed. .
. it must be regulated by intellect. “To attack the citadels
(Institutions) built up on all sides against the human race by
superstitions  (religion),  despotisms,  and  prejudices,  the
force must have a brain and a law (the Illuminati’s). Then its
(Force) deeds of daring produce permanent results, and there
is real progress. Then there are sublime conquests. . . When
all forces combined, and guided by the Intellect (Illuminati),
and  regulated  by  the  Rule  of  Right,  and  Justice,  and  of
combined  and  systematic  movement  and  effort,  the  great
revolution prepared for the ages will begin to march. . . It
is  because  Force  is  ill  regulated  that  revolutions  prove
failures” Albert Pike, Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and
Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, 1-2 (Rev. Ed. 1950).

Even though Pike was a confederate general who committed the



most heinous atrocities of the war his tomb is located just 13
blocks from the Capitol Building. He was a high-ranking member
of the Illuminati who is still revered by the New World Order
Gang. The god of the Illuminati and the New World Order Gang
is Lucifer. “The Masonic religion should be, by all of us
initiates of the high degrees, maintained in the purity of the
Luciferian  doctrine.  .  .  Yes,  Lucifer  is  God,  and
unfortunately Adonay (Jesus) is also God. For the eternal law
is that there is no light without shade, no beauty without
ugliness, no white without black, for the absolute can only
exist as two Gods: darkness being necessary to light to serve
as its foil as the pedestal is necessary to the statue, and
the brake to the locomotive. . .”The doctrine of Satanism is a
heresy; and the true and pure philosophic religion is the
belief in Lucifer, the equal of Adonay (Jesus); but Lucifer,
God of Light and God of Good, is struggling for humanity
against Adonay, the God of darkness and evil.” A.C. De La
Rive,  La  Femme  et  l’enfant  dans  la  Franc-Maconnerie
Universelle, p. 588; Lady Queenborough, Occult Theocracy pp.
220-221.

 

Then the dragon was wroth
with  the  woman,  and  went
and  made  war  with  the
remnant of her seed, which
keep  the  commandments  of
God, and have the testimony
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of Jesus Christ. Revelation
12:17

Saul  Alinsky,  Gamaliel  Foundation,  Obama,  and  The  Devil’s
Advocate    Gamaliel  Foundation  affiliated  “Evangelical
Manifesto”.
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